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DRAFT MINUTES OF THE OLD RATTON RESIDENTS’ ASSOCIATION         

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING HELD 7pm ON 5TH AUGUST 2021                                          

AT ST MARY’S CHURCH HALL, CHURCH ROAD, WILLINGDON  

 

1. INTRODUCTION   The Chairman, Mrs Rose Kiley, welcomed everyone to the first Annual 

General Meeting since 2019 as unfortunately, due to the Pandemic, it hadn’t been possible to 

have one last year.  She then went on to introduce the Committee who had been working on the 

Association’s behalf :  Angela Potter, Greg Evans, Gary Robinson, Julia Bachelor and Sandy Boyce-

Sharpe. 
 

2. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE   Apologies had been received from Mr & Mrs Nicol; Mrs Amanda 

Loftus; Mr & Mrs Nay; Mr Jeremy Clarke; Ms Jacqueline Smith; Ms Nicole Ball; Mr Iain Brogden; 

Mrs Diane Steel; Mr & Mrs Ramsay; Mr & Mrs Jarvis; Mr & Mrs Pelczarski; Mr & Mrs Tong; Mrs S 

Duggan; Mrs Maureen Barnhoorn. 

 

PROPERTIES REPRESENTED    Manor Way 2; The Grove 4; Linkway 2; The Close 4; Ratton 

Drive 7; Walnut Tree Walk 12; Ratton Gardens 5; Upper Ratton Drive 4. 

 

3. APPROVAL OF MINUTES OF AGM HELD ON 16TH MAY 2019   Adoption of the Minutes 

of the last meeting as a true and accurate record was proposed by Peter Dunn and seconded by 

Mark Thornton and carried unanimously. 

 

4. CHAIRMAN’S REPORT    
Chairman commenced her report by bringing the members up to date with the works carried out 

on their behalf during the Pandemic and Lockdown. 

 

ROADS  -  The committee made the decision to appoint a Consultant to advise on what was 

needed re road repairs, rather than seek recommendation from a road repair company.  It was 

felt their advice would be totally without bias and a bulwark between potentially unqualified 

committee members and companies eager for the work.   

After going out to tender the committee appointed Stephen Wilson Partnership in June 2020 

with the aim of establishing the current condition of the roads on the estate, and contracted 

them to prepare a schedule of works for the next 6, 12 and 36 months. 
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Phase 1 has been completed with works being undertaken in Walnut Tree Walk, Ratton Drive, 

Upper Ratton Drive and The Grove.  At the same time Ratton Village requested that the tarmac 

in front of their garages be included in the tender, and charged to them as they had experienced 

difficulties finding a company willing to undertake such a small job on its own. 

Members of the ORRA weren’t billed any extra for these works, as the balance sheet shows, but 

it is essential that we keep building a reserve for just such necessary works. 

The Council have commenced sweeping our roads once a month.  This is particularly desirable in 

the autumn with the quantity of leaves generated and it was requested that on that Friday 

morning each month cars are parked elsewhere than on the road so that the sweeper can get to 

the edges.  Eastbourne Borough Council are not charging the Association for this service 

following detailed negotiations by committee member Sandy Boyce-Sharpe.  Her determination 

and persistence have certainly paid off and saved the Association the annual leaf clearing bill of 

past years.  A big thank you due. 

FINANCES – Angela Potter has been extremely diligent in collecting outstanding arrears of 

maintenance fees and I am delighted to say there is only one property outstanding as a non-

payer this year. Preparing the accounts due and collecting the monies is not for the faint hearted 

and many thanks go to Angela. 

DRAINS – All the gullies on the estate have recently been emptied, including the Catchpit at the 

top of Linkway.  It is the understanding of your committee that this was built by the Council and 

should be maintained by them.  In fact, we have a letter on Eastbourne Borough Council headed 

paper addressed to a past Chairman confirming this is the case.  The current Council Officers do 

not agree.  Their contention is that we are a private estate and any works necessary are our 

responsibility.  The question of ownership is being pursued.  We have submitted to EBC the 

account for the works of some £900. 

Southern Water were approached by a committee member to request confirmation that, due to 

Government changes of legislation, they would now be accepting responsibility for any repairs 

required to sewage runs on the estate, right out to the main sewer in Willingdon Road.   

Their initial response was that they had no knowledge of any sewer runs on the estate, it was a 

private estate, there were no drawings of such, and it was assumed we had cess pits or some 

alternative.  Sandy Boyce-Sharpe undertook to survey the estate, establish the position of each 

foul sewer run, manhole and junction and prepare an overall drawing of the estate to submit to 

Southern Water.   After some 2+ years of this work, and various meetings, we are delighted to 

advise that Southern Water have visited the estate, checked the veracity of the drawings on site, 

and accepted them as correct.  They are currently updating their master plan for Eastbourne to 

include the foul estate sewer runs on ORRA land.  One less potential future bill off the budget. 

Many thanks go to Sandy Boyce-Sharpe for her perseverance. 

STONE PILLARS – The two pillars at the top of Ratton Drive, damaged we believe during the war 

years, have been repaired and look magnificent.  The original stone is no longer available and 

Julia Batchelor undertook a great amount of research to ensure the stone we used was as near 

compatible as possible, and in finding a stonemason capable of the task.  The result is there for 

all to see and our thanks to Julia.       
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TREES – As with the roads, the committee decided to appoint an Independent Arboriculturist to 

survey the trees on the estate and report with recommendations for work to be carried out.  

There is a separate item on the agenda for a report on the trees but you can all be confident that 

the work required is now independently identified by a specialist, rather than identified by a 

potential contractor.                                  

LAMP POSTS – All the lamp posts on the estate were painted during summer 2020 except for the 

one on the bank in Ratton Drive, which is leaning badly.  It transpires that when Highways 

reviewed the condition of this post it needs repositioning and a retaining wall built to stop it 

sliding down the bank.  This work has been contracted and we await a date for commencement. 

WELCOME PACK – Lockdown time at home was put to good use producing a Welcome Booklet to 

replace the plethora of paper that had previously been handed out to new residents on the 

estate.  You will all have had a copy posted through your door.  Neal Potter was the author of the 

booklet which includes a short history and great photographs.  It has been well received by 

everyone.  He also produces the photographs attached to the various newsletters circulated to 

residents.  Although not a committee member Neal deserves our recognition and thanks for the 

work he does on behalf of the ORRA.  This was endorsed by all. 

PLANNING – Possibly my favourite subject involving all sorts of changes to any property be they 

extensions, outdoor rooms or gardens.   

There have been a number of projects during lockdown.  Most were approved, a couple 

retrospectively, and a few were declined.  Building works can be declined by the Association but 

approved by the Borough Council.  Our criteria are completely different.  The Association is 

concerned with the street scene on the estate and the impact upon the surrounding neighbours.  

The process is very straight forward.  The Association must be the first point of contact prior to 

planning or starting external work.  That includes outdoor rooms and sheds, etc.  In considering 

an application the committee will have no other concern than to do what it has been elected to 

do, protect and preserve the character and amenities of the Old Ratton Estate by seeing that no 

building works are executed or other acts done which it considers would be detrimental to the 

estate as a whole or tend to depreciate the values of other properties nearby. 

The latest trend is garden rooms, and the same process applies as to any structure a resident 

wishes to build in their rear garden.  Many residents may think that it is unreasonable and none 

of our business BUT their Deed document makes it clear.  A discussion needs to take place in an 

open forum such as this and a vote taken. 

We felt it important to revisit our decision-making policy as it can be misconstrued and 

conversations can be fraught at times. 

COVENANTS – All covenants placed on the properties at the time of the original purchase remain 

pertinent to each subsequent buyer.  That is our guideline and the guideline for all residents.  It 

is what you agree to and sign up for with your solicitor at time of purchase.  Over the past 18 

months I have been asked to attend to many things which could be easily resolved by the 

residents themselves checking the clauses in their covenants – probably the most irritating part 

of being Chairman. 
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There are certain problems that affect your neighbours.  Keeping gardens neat and tidy, ensuring 

contractors leave site by 6pm weekdays, 1pm Saturdays and never work on Sundays or Bank 

Holidays.  Vans, business or personal, cannot be parked on the estate roads after these times.  If 

visitors have a van they must park on your drive or off site. Mobile homes and caravans are not 

allowed on the estate at any time. 

During lockdown non-residents have been parking on the estate to facilitate their access to the 

Downs or the golf course.  Dogs have been let lose to run over lawn areas.  Mobile homes have 

been parked overnight with the comment when challenged that ‘it is a safe place to park’. 

Some such ‘visitors’ have offered verbal abuse to committee members and residents; one asked 

to move out of Linkway called the Police as he felt he had a right to be there but, thankfully, he 

was instructed to move on by the Police. 

FINALLY – We are all aware that property is sought after here; it is a nice place to live because, 

we believe, in the ‘golden rules’, love them or hate them.  It works and we all benefit so please, 

encourage all residents to do the right thing, be considerate, think of your neighbours … and 

your Chairman.    

There being no questions for the Chairman Sandy Boyce-Sharpe asked the meeting to show its 

appreciation of the work the Chairman has put in on behalf of the Association over the very 

difficult lockdown period since our last meeting.  The meeting unanimously offered a vote of 

thanks. 

 

5. TREASURER’S REPORT 
The accounts for the year 2020-2021 have been circulated to each household in advance of this 

meeting.  The maintenance receipts for the last financial year show only one household has not 

paid to date.   Arrears totalling £1,608 have also been collected, and there are now just two 

residents with arrears owing.  If not paid beforehand these debts will stay with the property and 

be paid at such time as the property is sold. 

 

The closing balance at the bank looks healthy but it has taken two years of debt collecting to get 

there.  Most residents pay their maintenance charge upon receipt of the bill.  A few need a 

reminder.  Even fewer need at least four reminders.  This is unfortunate as it makes extra, 

unnecessary work for the volunteer Treasurer.  They know who they are and I have received no 

explanation as to why they prevaricate, particularly as upon purchase one signs up to the 

covenants and know a maintenance charge is expected annually. 

 

With a healthy balance we have been able to contract necessary road repairs, tree maintenance, 

pillar repairs, gulley cleaning, lamp post replacement and various other works around the estate.  

The committee work diligently at conserving funds, even to my husband and myself undertaking 

painting the ironwork on the pillars saving a further contractor’s charge. 

 

QUESTIONS SUBMITTED IN WRITING PRIOR TO THE MEETING: 

1. How much do ORRA received from Dudrich Holdings (owners of the lock up garages at Ratton 

Garden)?   Answer:  £175 per annum.  They had not contributed at all since purchasing the 
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garages (some many years ago) which are let to residents and non-residents.  Negotiations 

were undertaken by a Sandy Boyce-Sharpe and the sum shown agreed for the future. 

2. Could maintenance charge be reduced for single occupancy (as per Council rates) particularly 

if the single occupant does not have a car?  Answer:  The maintenance charge was 

established when the ORRA was set up and is based upon the property, not the number of 

occupants.  Each part of the estate is different, some roads have no streetlights, some no 

grassed areas, some no ORRA trees, some have better views than others BUT at time of 

purchase we are made aware by our solicitors of the obligations towards maintenance as 

detailed in the covenants. 

3. With regard to the options regarding maintenance that were set out in the paperwork prior 

to this meeting i.e. A, B, and C, there are two questions: 

a. If the residents opt for option B, a management company rather than the ORRA 

committee of volunteers, would that fee be in addition to the maintenance charge? 

b. If the residents opt for option B, would the funds held by the ORRA be transferred to 

the management company? 

Answer:  ORRA funds belong to ORRA.  ORRA Directors would employ the management 

company on behalf of the residents.  ORRA Directors would instruct the management 

company what maintenance it agreed to be undertaken.  ORRA would pay the management 

company bills as received.  It may be that the maintenance charge would have to rise but 

this would be dependent upon the cost of works and the funds available. 

 

That is the end of my Treasurers’ report and if there are no other questions, I would like to 

submit the accounts for your approval. 

 

Proposed the adoption of the annual accounts by Mark Thornton, seconded by June Harvey. The 

meeting carried the proposal unanimously. 

 

Angela finished by advising the meeting that she wished to stand down as Treasurer but was 

willing to mentor any prospective Treasurer for a few months and encouraged a volunteer to 

come forward from the assembly.  Mrs Janet Oliff came forward to offer her services, was 

promptly nominated by Angela Potter and seconded by Rose Kiley and the meeting thanked her 

and unanimously voted her in post. 

 

6. ELECTION OF AUDITOR 
The Treasurer advised we have used Advanta Accountants for some years but, even allowing for 

the Pandemic, service has not been satisfactory.  It was preferred to change the Auditor and 

proposed appointing Howard Smith of HBS Limited Polegate for the coming year.  Seconded by 

Sandy Boyce-Sharpe.  Agreed without dissention. 

 

7. MAINTENANCE CHARGE FOR 2021 – 2022 
The meeting was advised that the Treasurer and Committee were recommending an increase of 

2% as, although the bank balance was healthy, there were bills within the planned expenditure 

and it was felt necessary to have a contingency fund.  Some discussion took place and John Cudd 

put a proposal to the meeting that the increase be 10% to ensure there were adequate funds for 

any contingency.  Seconded by Nigel Wesson.  Carried by the meeting 
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8. REPORT ON TREES AND GREEN SPACES ON ORRA ESTATE 
Julia Batchelor advised the meeting that she had taken on responsibility on behalf of the 

committee for supervising maintenance of the trees, grass verges and pillars on the estate.  She 

confirmed the Chairman’s advice that we had contracted a consultant Arboriculturist who had 

provided an initial report and made a subsequent visit when further tree problems were 

observed by the tree surgeon contracted.   

 

The proposals were split into periods and Phase 1 had been completed, with further works 

planned for the autumn.  There was work planned for at least six Ratton Drive trees including 

crown reduction, removal of dead wood, etc. 

 

She also advised that we had changed the grass cutting contractors and the new company were 

proving very satisfactory and marginally cheaper. 

 

There had been problems recently that she wanted to draw people’s attention to: broken glass 

on the road thought to come from Eastbourne Borough Council’s refuse lorry.  Everyone was 

asked to beware when walking dogs or themselves.  Residents had undertaken some removal,. 

EBC had been made aware and sent a clean-up team, but it could be an ongoing problem. 

 

Julia thanked the meeting for the kind words regarding the restoration of the pillars and, 

although it had seemed a daunting prospect at first, the whole saga had proved most interesting. 

 

9. PROPOSAL RE APPOINTMENT OF MANAGEMENT COMPANY VERSUS 

MANAGEMENT BEING INVESTED IN A COMMITTEE OF VOLUNTEERS FROM 

RESIDENTS 
Greg Evans stood to outline for the meeting the discussions that had taken place in committee 

due to no volunteers from residents having come forward following the Chairman’s requests in a 

number of newsletters.  The decision had been taken to interview various management 

companies and to obtain quotations so that the alternative proposals could be put to the 

residents with the options being laid out as A continue with a volunteer committee if sufficient 

volunteers came forward; B to appoint a management company and three quotations had been 

put before the residents; C to disband the ORRA. 

 

The condition of the estate it was thought would rapidly deteriorate if there was no 

management and it was the beauty of it that attracted all of us to purchase here and any 

diminution would reduce all our values.  A management company would still necessitate three 

Directors to employ them on behalf of the residents and to instruct them on decisions which the 

management company would then implement.   
 

A question was asked as to the results of the votes submitted by residents to the committee. 

Answer: 37 households were in favour of option A; 20 households in favour of option B; 1 

household in favour of option C. 

Question was then asked as to how many people had volunteered to be on the committee.  

Answer:  seven.  It was further vouchsafed that five of the current committee were prepared to 

serve again. 
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Comments were made regarding the management companies who had quoted.  General opinion 

vouchsafed that management companies were not the preferred option from various past 

experiences and the thought expressed that once contracted the fees though starting reasonable 

seemed to have a habit of increasing exponentially.  View was expressed that the 10% increase in 

maintenance charge would be swallowed up by the management company fees. 

 

The meeting concluded that with new volunteers and existing committee prepared to serve 

again a viable group was available to form the new ORRA committee.  A vote was taken as to 

preference for option A or B.  The meeting voted for option A with no votes for option B. 

 

10. ELECTION OF OFFICERS AND COMMITTEE FOR 2021 – 2022 
The Chairman Rose Kiley advised the meeting that she had been so concerned re the outcome of 

the discussions that she had reconsidered her resignation tonight and offered to serve a further 

year as Chairman (Constitution states Chairman can only serve 3 years and must stand down) 

having served two to date.  Richard Hermida stood to advise the meeting that he had offered to 

stand as Chairman, to ensure there was a committee rather than a management company BUT if 

Rose was willing to stay for a further year he would withdraw his nomination for Chairman and 

offer to be a committee member.  The meeting showed their approval. 

 

The Constitution called for the AGM to elect three officers, Chairman, Treasurer and Secretary, 

plus up to six committee members, with option to co-opt a further four.  It was necessary that 

the Limited Company that owned the freehold areas of the estate have the same three positions 

filled and filed at Companies House. 

 

It was proposed by Julia Batchelor and seconded by Neal Potter that Rose Kiley be elected as 

Chairman for the coming year and this was carried unanimously. 

 

It was proposed by Rose Kiley and seconded by Julia Batchelor that Angela Potter be elected 

Treasurer and this was carried unanimously with Janet Oliff (earlier offered to be Treasurer) to 

take over as and when decided in committee. 

 

It was proposed by Rose Kiley and seconded by Julia Batchelor that Gary Robinson be the 

Company Secretary and this was carried unanimously. 

 

The Chairman thanked the meeting for their enthusiastic assistance with the voting, she then 

asked the nominee committee members to stand and say a few words about themselves.  This 

was carried out and Richard Hermida, Nigel Wesson, Jennifer Diack, Ann Cockerham, Christine 

Dunn and James Ansell (together with Janet Oliff),  the new volunteers, together with the 

existing committee members Greg Evans, Julia Batchelor, Gary Robinson be elected.  It was 

proposed by Mark Thornton and seconded by Carol Fage that they be elected en bloc to the new 

committee.  The vote was carried unanimously.   

 

Carol Fage proposed a vote of thanks to the new volunteers and the present committee 

members. 
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The meeting was advised there was a further ex officio member of the committee, the 

Webmaster Phil Tong.  He had offered his apologies for this evening but proposed to attend the 

first committee meeting and discuss ORRA email addresses, passwords, etc. for the new 

committee. 

 

11. DETAILS OF DATA RECORDED RE TRAFFIC MOVEMENTS ON THE ESTATE 
Mark Thornton, a past Chairman of the ORRA Committee, addressed the meeting on this subject.  

He reminded them that a while ago the question of speeding vehicles on the estate, volume of 

traffic, etc, had been brought to an AGM and he had undertaken, with a local authority grant, to 

purchase equipment to monitor volume and speed. 

 

This had been placed at strategic points around the estate over some 2+ years now and he had 

been provided with a summary of the results gained from the data recorded.  It showed that 

there was slightly more volume in Ratton Drive than Walnut Tree Walk.  That the vehicles were 

speeding more in Walnut Tree Walk.   52% were at or under the speed limit of 20 mph and 88% 

were under 25mph. 

 

Discussion took place regarding commercial vans being the speeding culprits; Covid19 had 

encouraged more home deliveries and hence more vans; pedestrians on roads without 

footpaths; the opinion that walking in country style roads like this kept pedestrians aware and 

didn’t give a false sense of security as perhaps a white line delineating cars versus pedestrians 

might.  There was discussion re more or less street furniture, less paint on roads, necessity or not 

for traffic calming, use of the speed recording equipment and the fact its flashing was disturbing 

if near ones house/bedroom windows.  The possibility of closing off access from Ratton Drive to 

Manor Way; the closure of access to Upper Ratton Drive for residents outside the ORRA estate; 

the possibility of a one way system.  The opinion of the meeting varied with no overall approval.  

The practicalities and the legal inability to either stop non residents using the roads, or charge 

them for doing so, was discussed.  The attitude of the emergency services would need to be 

sought prior to any decisions on any of these proposals.  This and the future use of the 

equipment would be taken back to the committee to agree together with any other proposals 

that could be implemented. 

 

12. ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
1. Neal Potter raised the question of the involvement of the committee in their inability to 

ensure residents kept their rear gardens neat and tidy.  With the lack of enforcement was it 

practical to still expect the committee to get involved?  The meeting as a whole seemed to 

think that this should still be monitored as the Constitution called for rear gardens to be 

supervised. 

 

2. Ed Kiley proposed a barrier be erected to stop Ratton Drive traffic entering Manor Way and 

thus using Walnut Tree Walk.  This to be taken back to committee.  Caution called for to 

anyone using the bottom of Walnut Tree Walk where Parkway entered as cars cut the corner 

entering Parkway and speeded when coming out.   
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At the invitation of the Chairman, Sandy Boyce-Sharpe advised that in her role as Chairman 

of the Ratton Area Neighbourhood Panel she had requested various speed restrictions for 

this particular junction from County Highways and was awaiting the visit of a Highways 

Engineer, which had been delayed for over a year due to the Pandemic.   

 

3. Concern was expressed regarding the use of the garages’ tarmac area in Manor Way by the 

waste lorry from EBC.  This had been the cause of the destruction of their tarmac and the 

residents were planning to approach EBC to finance repairs.  Discussions took place regarding 

putting up bollards; prohibiting large vehicles; other means of deterring lorry; etc.   

 

The Neighbourhood Panel could assist with bringing this to the attention of Officers at EBC. 

Any problems at all in the Ratton Rodmill area re crime, County or Borough issues could be 

forwarded to rattonchairman@eastbournenp.org with confidence, and they would be 

addressed.  The Panel had access to Councillors, Officers at the Borough and County, the 

Police, Southern Water, Openreach, etc., and had had a number of successes with local 

issues. 

 

4. Sandy Boyce-Sharpe put a proposal to the meeting that she entitled ‘Planting for the future’.  

She reminded them of the beautiful mature trees the estate benefited from in Ratton Drive 

and Walnut Tree Walk.  How enjoyable it was to walk amongst them versus Babylon Drive 

which was bereft of mature trees.  However, they were just that, mature, old, getting sick 

and, as we all know, a number have had to be removed due to disease.  She asked the 

meetings approval to request the committee to put a plan together to plant young trees now 

so that future generations could enjoy mature trees when the ones we loved had passed 

their sell by date.   The meeting unanimously approved this. 

There being no other business the meeting prepared to close but the Chairman asked the 

attendees to join her and the committee in thanking Sandy Boyce-Sharpe for all the tasks she 

had undertaken during her tenure on the committee and presented some flowers, vouchers and 

chocolate on behalf of the residents and committee. 

 

The meeting closed. 

 

----o0o---- 
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